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President’s Corner

by Karen L. Jania

Greetings!

Hard to believe winter is almost over, as I write this spring break is only a week away.  Fortunately
this term has been considerably quieter than the fall.  Last term, I gave over twenty class orientations (about
double my usual load), which really kept me on my toes.  Class orientations are one of  the more rewarding
aspects of  my job, as I get to work with students and the collections (I am a closet teacher).

 I tailor each orientation to the research needs of the class, which allows me to constantly explore
the many collections within our holdings.   Often, with the help of  my graduate students, I will pull a dozen
or so collections that relate to their topics or the class assignment.  I will use as many different formats as I
can to better illustrate the wonderful world of  primary sources.

There are a couple of favorites that I will share with most classes, just because they are cool. One of
these favorite “show and tell” items is the scrapbook of Marguerite Novy Lambert, a 1919 U of M graduate.
Her thick scrapbook is filled with pencils dangling from dance cards, driftwood tied to a piece of ribbon,
candy wrappers, play programs, Halloween napkins and much, much more.  It is so rewarding to see the
students getting excited over these “old” things.

The past couple of semesters, I have noticed that the students are really in awe of the “primary
documents,” much more than just a few years ago.  I am not sure what has transpired over the past few
years, but it is awesome to see the students drooling with excitement over scrapbooks, photographs, diaries,
broadsides, etc.  It has been equally exciting to see them stay after class so that they can touch and feel these
“old” things.  In a few of  the classes, we were able to incorporate ten to fifteen minutes for the students to
inspect several documents of their choice.   Oh, how I love archives…….

I could go on for hours about the various classes, but instead, I encourage you to share your stories
(good, bad, or the ugly) with others on the MAA listserv.  If  you have not yet signed up (there is minimal
traffic compared to the archives listserv), you can do so two ways:

You can e-mail the moderator, Bob Garrett, directly (garrettr1@michigan.gov).
OR  you can go to the web site and sign up:
http://lists.dhal.org/mailman/listinfo/maa-l

I also encourage you to attend the 2007 MAA conference on June 21 & 22 in Ann Arbor. There are
wonderful sessions in the works; keep posted for more details.

Sincerely,

Karen L. Jania
MAA President
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Military Camps in Michigan, 1860-1920
By Leroy Barnett, Retired Reference Archivist, Archives of  Michigan

On a few occasions when I worked at the Archives of Michigan, people came to me with letters sent home
many decades ago by their ancestors.  These handwritten documents usually noted at the top of  the page that they
originated at some military camp.  As a reference person in Michigan history, I was asked by these patrons to identify
the location of the long-forgotten camp on a map of our state.

While I am certainly not ignorant about Michigan military history, in nearly every case I was unable to help these
clients because I had never heard of  the camps named in the letters.  This failure to aid people who relied upon me for
answers (and who indirectly paid my salary) has always bothered me.  Now that I am retired and have some
discretionary time on my hands, I decided to track down these various locations associated with our militia.

Research has uncovered around eighty named military sites in Michigan between 1860 and 1920.  These places
usually served as points of  rendezvous, training grounds, induction centers or annual encampments for the armed
forces of this state.  Listed below is an inventory compiled from newspapers and records of the Adjutant General.
The dates shown indicate in approximate terms when the camp existed or, in a few cases, began to flourish.

Note: There was no state militia encampment in 1881.  Instead, Michigan sent a contingent of soldiers to the
Battle of  Yorktown Centennial Celebration in Virginia.  Additions and corrections, e-mail dot_lee@cablespeed.com.

MILITARY CAMPS IN MICHIGAN, 1860-1920

Camp Name Location Year Honoree
Abbey Grayling 1915 General Perley L. Abbey
Alger Island Lake 1886 Governor Russell A. Alger
Anderson Grand Rapids 1861 Major Robert Anderson
Backus Detroit 1861-62 Henry T. Backus?
Banks Detroit 1862 Unknown
Barker Niles 1861 Rep. Richard P. Barker
Barns Detroit 1861 Colonel Henry Barns
Black Goguac Lake 1890 Colonel Henry M. Black
Blair Detroit 1861 Governor Austin Blair
Blair Jackson 1864-65 Governor Austin Blair
Bliss Manistee 1901 Governor Aaron T. Bliss
Boynton Ludington 1904 General Charles L. Boynton
Buchoz Whitmore Lake 1869 Major Louis R. Buchoz
Butler Mount Clemens 1863 Rep. Richard Butler?
Butterworth Coldwater 1861 Ebenezer Butterworth
Camp ‘76 Jackson 1876 United States Centennial
Chandler Kalamazoo 1863 Sen. Zachariah Chandler
Chandler Kalamazoo 1880 Sen. Zachariah Chandler
Copeland Orchard Lake 1867 Colonel Joseph Copeland?
Crosswell Adrian 1879 Gov. Charles Crosswell
Custer Grand Rapids 1876 General George A. Custer
Custer Grand Rapids 1877 General George A. Custer
Custer Grand Rapids 1879 General George A. Custer
Custer Whitmore Lake 1891 General George A. Custer
Custer Ludington 1910 General George A. Custer
Custer Battle Creek 1918 General George A. Custer
Devlin Island Lake 1895 General George M. Devlin
Douglas Kalamazoo 1861-62 Sen. Stephen A. Douglas?
Doyle Ypsilanti 1863 Colonel Edward Doyle?
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Camp Name Location Year Honoree
Duffield Ludington 1912 General Henry M. Duffield
Durand Duran 1910 Town of  Durand
Eaton Island Lake 1898 General Charles L. Eaton
Ferris Grayling 1914 Gov. Woodbridge N. Ferris
Ferris Grayling 1916 Gov. Woodbridge N. Ferris
Fountain Ann Arbor 1861 General Jobey H. Fountain?
Frazier Lapeer 1910 Major John W. Frazier
Fremont Kalamazoo 1861-62 General John C. Fremont
Goodwin White Pigeon 1861 Unknown
Grayling Grayling 1917 Named after local fish
Griffith Island Lake 1883 Colonel Eben B. Griffith
Hanson Grayling 1913 Rasmus Hanson
Harrah Ludington 1909 Colonel Charles W. Harrah
Harrison Flint 1861 General William Harrison?
Hawley Manistee 1902 General Charles R. Hawley
Hoague Lansing 1917 Raymond R. Hoague
Instruction Detroit 1861 Alternate name of  Ft. Wayne
Ironwood Ironwood 1894 Town of  Ironwood
Ishpeming Ishpeming 1895 Town of  Ishpeming
Jackson Jackson 1860 President Andrew Jackson
Jackson Jackson 1862 President Andrew Jackson
Jerome Island Lake 1882 Governor David H. Jerome
Kellogg Grand Rapids 1862 Rep. Francis W. Kellogg
Lee Grand Rapids 1863 Captain George W. Lee?
Lewis Coldwater 1864 Henry C. Lewis?
Luce Mackinac Island 1888 Governor Cyrus G. Luce
Lyon Hamtramck 1861 General Nathaniel Lyon
McGurrin Ludington 1907 William T. McGurrin
Manchester Orchard Lake 1874 Lieutenant P.F. Manchester
Minty Detroit 1862 Colonel Robert Minty?
Mizner Ypsilanti 1861-62 Captain Henry R. Mizner
Monroe Monroe 1861-62 President James Monroe
Mulligan Detroit 1861 Colonel James Mulligan?
Osborn Port Huron 1911 Governor Chase S. Osborn
Owen Marshall 1861 Unknown
Pingree Island Lake 1897 Governor Hazen S. Pingree
Pontiac Pontiac 1862 Chief  Pontiac
Rich Island Lake 1894 Governor John T. Rich
Richardson Pontiac 1862 Israel B. Richardson
Richardson Grosse Ile 1876 Israel B. Richardson?
Robertson Jackson 1877 General John Robertson
Robertson Island Lake 1887 General John Robertson
Robinson Springwells 1877 John C. Robinson?
Robinson Island Lake 1893 General Eugene Robinson
Sigel Ionia 1862 Colonel Franz Sigel?
Slocum Trenton 1870 Giles Bryan.Slocum
Smith Goguac Lake 1889 General Israel C. Smith
Snyder Island Lake 1896 Colonel Simon Snyder
Stanley Orchard Lake 1875 General David S. Stanley?
Stockton Mount Clemens 1863 General John Stockton
Thomson Flint 1861 Mayor Edward H. Thomson
Tilden White Pigeon 1861 Captain Harvey Tilden
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Military Camps in Michigan, 1860-1920 by Leroy Barnett  (Continued)

Camp Name Location Year Honoree
Ward Detroit 1863-64 Captain Eber Brock Ward?
Warner Ludington 1905 Governor Fred M. Warner
Willcox Dowagiac 1862 Colonel Orlando Willcox
Williams Adrian 1861 General Alpheus Williams
Williams Port Huron 1879 General Alpheus Williams
Winans Island Lake 1892 Governor Edwin B. Winans
Wisner Ypsilanti 1863 Governor Moses Wisner
Withington Island Lake 1884 General William Withington
Withington Island Lake 1900 General William Withington 
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Paul Conway Returns to Michigan
(For Good, He Says)

This past September, Paul Conway returned to Michigan,
after nearly two-decades on the East Coast. As Associate
Professor at the University of  Michigan’s School of  Information,
Paul joins a stellar group of educators, including Margaret
Hedstrom, Beth Yakel, and David Wallace.  Together, they make
the archives and records management specialization at Michigan
one of  the largest and most sophisticated in the United States.

Thirty years ago, Paul started his career as an archivist in
Michigan, joining the staff  of  the Gerald R. Ford Presidential
Library.  At that time, the late President’s papers were housed,
unprocessed, in a warehouse in Ann Arbor.

Paul was a very active member of the Michigan Archival
Association for thirteen years.  He served on the program
committee for five consecutive years (1982-87), on the executive
board (1984-86) and as MAA President from 1986 to 1988.

The Society of American Archivists lured Paul away
from Michigan in 1988.  He evaluated SAA’s basic conservation
training program, expanding his professional perspectives to
encompass preservation and the first Ph.D. dissertation on
archival preservation.  After a detour to the National Archives to
complete a major user study for NARA and investigate the early
application of digital technologies by federal agencies, Paul and
his wife Martha relocated to Yale University Library. He headed
the Library’s Preservation Department for nine years, before
turning the digital technologies components of his job into a full
time focus at Duke University Libraries.

Paul reports that he is overjoyed to be back in the great state of Michigan, which he says is rich with
opportunities for teaching and learning. At Michigan, Paul is pursuing an active research agenda, including user
evaluations of  digital libraries, the archival implications of  digitization processes and procedures, and the preservation of
cultural heritage resources in all formats. He looks forward to re-engaging with the many talented archivists in Michigan
and to contributing to MAA’s programs and publications in the years ahead.

The WSU SAA Renaissance
by Ronee L. Francis
Wayne State University

Wayne State University’s student chapter of  the Society of  American Archivists is enjoying a renaissance. Thanks
to the leadership of  President Eva Gronowska and the advisement of  Mike Smith, Director of  the Walter P. Reuther
Library, the organization has flourished over the past few years. Officers are actively developing programs and events to
engage archival administration students and encourage professional involvement. Creative programming is increasing
both membership and outside support. A slate of exciting events for 2007 began with a web seminar on electronic
records and preservation, and a special lecture by SAA President Elizabeth Adkins.

To keep this momentum going, the chapter is selling t-shirts and sweatshirts as part of  a long-term fundraising
plan. Two styles are now available, “100% Acid Free” and Shakespeare’s “What is past is prologue”, both sporting the

(Continued on page 20)
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Michigan Collections

Bentley Historical Library
The University of Michigan
1150 Beal Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2113
(313) 764-3482    Fax: (313) 936-1333
Web: http://www.umich.edu/~bhl/
Hours: M-F 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
September to April: Sa, 9:00 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.
March to April: W 6:00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m.

Archives of Michigan
Michigan Department of  History, Arts and Libraries
Michigan Library and Historical Center
702 W. Kalamazoo Street
Lansing, MI 48913
(517) 373-1408    Fax: (517) 241-1658
Web: http://www.michigan.gov/archivesofmi
E-mail: archives@michigan.gov
Hours: M, Th 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Tu, W, F 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

The National Historical Publications and Records
Commission has awarded the Archives of Michigan a
“Digitizing Historical Records” Grant for $44,000.  The
grant will seek new methods in making textual materials
searchable and available online.  The focus of the grant
will be the Archives’ 75,000 Civil War regimental and
muster roll records.

The Archives of Michigan has revamped the look
and feel of its online collections web site.  University of
Michigan student Cathie Toshach assisted with the process.
The Archives continues to update the entries, and plans to
add more digital collections.  Future collections will focus
on the African American resort community of Idlewild,
and on Michigan lighthouses.  The site can be viewed at
<http://haldigitalcollections.cdmhost.com/>.

The Archives of Michigan has completed
conservation and restoration work on Michigan Grand
Army of  the Republic post charters.  The Department of
Michigan, Sons of  the Union Veterans of  the Civil War
provided funding for conservation supplies.  The
Department’s Records Officer, James T. Lyons, PDC,
spearheaded his organization’s involvement.  As Archives
of Michigan volunteer, Lyons had witnessed the
documents’ deterioration firsthand.  Archivist Helen Taylor
completed the project, with some assistance from
Librarian Kevin Driedger of the Library of Michigan.

Two new Michigan military indexes are now
available online.  Researchers can access a World War I
index and a World War II index via the Archives of
Michigan Military Sources page <http://
www.michigan.gov/hal/0,1607,7-160-
17445_19273_19313-126893—,00.html>.  The World
War I index contains names from the guest register of  the
Michigan Soldiers and Sailors Headquarters in New York
City (the Headquarters served as a sort of  “hospitality
center” for Michigan servicemen).  The World War II
index lists the honor roll of missing and dead Michigan
military personnel.

By Robert Garrett

Recent Acquisitions:

• Gordon Charles papers, 1934-2005, bulk 1953-1998.
Charles, a syndicated columnist based in Traverse City,
Michigan, writes travel and outdoor activity articles for
local Michigan newspapers.  The collection is composed
of journals, publications, articles written for the Traverse
City Record-Eagle, and subject files. The latter contain
photographic slides, articles, and other materials on travel
and outdoor activities topics, including northern and
Upper Peninsula Michigan travel destinations. (5 linear feet)
• Alexander Jefferson papers, 1921-2006, bulk 1944-
2006.  Jefferson, from Detroit, Michigan, is a pilot and ex-
P.O.W.   His collection contains personal papers and
records from the Tuskegee Airmen national organization
and Detroit Chapter, and the Tuskegee Airmen National
Historical Museum in Detroit.  (6 linear feet and 1 oversize
folder)
• Michigan Roundtable for Diversity and Inclusion
records, 1941-2006.  The Roundtable is an organization
originally established in 1940 as the Detroit Round Table
of  Catholics, Jews and Protestants.  The organization held
seminars and workshops, sponsored lectures, and
organized annual Brotherhood Week events.  It has had
several name changes, becoming the Michigan Roundtable
for Diversity and Inclusion in 2006.  The records comprise
scrapbooks, 1942-1952; program files; record books
detailing activities of  the Women’s Division of  the Greater
Detroit Round Table, 1952-1992; and photographs.  (4
linear feet, 21 oversize volumes, and 1 oversize folder)
• Wellness HIV/AIDS Services records, 1986-1999.
Wellness is a Flint, Michigan-based HIV/AIDS services
organization.  The collection contains board of  director’s
files covering the period from 1986 to 1999;
administrative and topical files; and materials collected
from other peer organizations.  (2.5 linear feet)
• Zonta Club of Owosso records, 1929-2006.  The
Zonta Club of Owosso is one of many local units of
Zonta International, a global organization of executives
and professionals working together to advance the status
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Clarke Historical Library
Central Michigan University
Mount Pleasant, Michigan 48859
(989) 774-3352
Web: www.clarke.cmich.edu
Hours: M-F 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

(except for major holidays)
Most Saturdays from September through May,
9:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. Call (989) 774-3352 for a list
of  Saturdays.

David McCullough, author of  John Adams, will be
speaking at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 22nd, at Plachta
Auditorium, Warriner Hall at Central Michigan University.
This event is free and open to the public. Doors will open
at 7:00 pm. We anticipate that on March 22, Mr.
McCullough will also be signing books. However, details
of this event are not yet arranged.

Mr. McCullough’s many books are well known to
those interested in American history. John Adams, the
Pulitzer-prize winning, epic biography of  America’s
second president, is one in a long line of award-winning
books published by Mr. McCullough. His other books
include The Johnstown Flood, The Great Bridge, The
Path Between the Seas, Mornings on Horseback, Brave
Companions, Truman, and 1776.

Mr. McCullough’s presentation is made available
by the Clarke Library in conjunction with the library’s
current exhibit, Celebrating Our Legacy: The Collections of the
Clarke Historical Library.

The exhibit makes note of the over 101,000
cataloged items that today are preserved in the library’s
collections. The historical material in the Clarke Library
ranges from eighteenth century French publications
describing Michigan and the Great Lakes region to
contemporary fiction set in Detroit and the rest of the
state. The children’s collection, named in honor of  Lucile
Clarke, includes items beginning with early New England

of  women worldwide through service and advocacy.  The
records consist of founding documents, bylaws,
correspondence, notes, conference proceedings, board
meeting minutes and agendas, newsletters, newsletters
from its international district, scrapbooks, audio-visual
materials, and other records documenting the
administrative duties of  the club. (9 linear feet)

By Marilyn M. McNitt

primers from which colonial children “learned their
letters” to an international collection of award-nominated
contemporary, children’s books. The exhibit will open
February 1 and close April 15.

Founded in 1954, the Clarke Historical Library
collects documentation regarding the history of the state
of  Michigan, children’s literature with an emphasis on
those books that help young children learn to read, and
serves as the archives of  Central Michigan University.

For more information about the presentation or
the exhibit contact the Clarke Library at (989) 774-3352 or
view our website at <www.clarke.cmich.edu>.

By Marian Matyn

Detroit Public Library
National Automotive History Collection
Skillman Branch Library
121 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, MI 48226
Phone: (313) 628-2745
Fax: (313) 628-2785
E-mail: mpatric@detroit.lib.mi.us
Web: http://www.detroit.lib.mi.us/NAHC/
Hours: Fall/Winter Hours: Monday - Thursday and
Saturday - 10 am - 6 pm (after Labor Day)
Spring/Summer Hours: Monday - Friday - 10 am - 6 pm
(after Memorial Day)

Knudsen Papers Convey Two
Generations of  Auto History

William “Big Bill” Knudsen was once hailed as
“the greatest production genius of  modern times.”  Born
in Denmark, he emigrated to the United States in 1900.
Soon, Big Bill came to Detroit as a production engineer.
He was hired by Ford to set up efficient assembly plants
that produced Model Ts throughout the U.S.   After
leaving Ford in the early 1920s, Knudsen signed on with
General Motors.  He led Chevrolet to the top selling car in
the world, surpassing even the Model T.  In 1940,
President Roosevelt asked Knudsen to coordinate
munitions production.  Near the end of  the World War II,
Secretary of  War Henry Stimson declared, “General
Knudsen has been dealing with problems of industry that
would have staggered most men.  One by one he has
solved them by becoming the master trouble shooter on
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the biggest job the world has ever seen.”  Big Bill died a
hero on April 27, 1948.

William Knudsen’s son, Semon “Bunkie”
Knudsen, also had a distinguished career in the automotive
industry.   In 1939 he began work as an engineer in
General Motors Pontiac Division and eventually rose to be
Vice President of  General Motors in the mid-1960s.   He
left GM in 1968 for a short stint as President of  Ford
Motor Company.   In the 1970s, Bunkie served as
President of  the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association
and NASCAR.

The Detroit Public Library commemorated the
public opening of a donation of lasting significance to
automotive historians: the private papers of Bunkie and
William S. Knudsen.  Bunkie’s daughters, Lisa Flint and
Judy Christie, presented this collection to the Library in
2005.   The new National Automotive History Collection
treasure trove consisted of nine large boxes packed with
photos, letters, speeches, news clippings, articles, awards,
and citations.   Bunkie’s series of  dated note pads entitled
“Daily Log” should be of special interest to scholars and
journalists.   According to Special Collections Coordinator
Mark Patrick and archivist Laura Kotsis, these logs contain
Bunkie Knudsen’s candid observations about his long
career at General Motors Corp., Ford Motor Co., and the
White Motor Corp. of  Cleveland, Ohio.   Bunkie Knudsen
also had preserved in his personal archives significant
papers and memorabilia kept by his father, William. With
this gift, the library collection now includes the papers of
two significant father-and-son automotive executives
whose combined careers spanned more than 70 years.

The library is grateful to Karen VanderKloot
DiChiera, Lisa Flint and Judy Christie, granddaughters of
General William Knudsen, for donating material
concerning his career. Additionally, Ms. Flint and Ms.
Christie are the daughters of Semon Knudsen and have
donated the portion of the collection pertaining to his
career.   “Donations such as the Knudsen Collection are
vital to the preservation of  primary history of  the
automobile industry,” said Mark Patrick, “and we invite all
automotive families to consider similar contributions.”

The NAHC, formerly located at the Main Library,
now occupies the Skillman Branch in downtown Detroit at
121 Gratiot, a block east of  Woodward.   The telephone
number is 313-628-2745.

By Patrice Merritt

Ford Motor Company Archives
Dearborn, MI

The challenges currently facing the Ford Motor
Company have been well documented. The Dearborn-
based automaker has instituted the “Way Forward
Program” to restructure the company to allow it to return
to competitiveness and profitability.  The plan includes
sizable reductions in both personnel and facilities.

With great change often comes great opportunity.
The Ford Archives has positioned itself  to play a larger
role in the company as it moves forward. The addition of
new staff, new technology and new policy will allow the
Ford Archives to serve a larger audience with greater
efficiency.

In August 2006 Ford Motor Company Archives
welcomed three new staff members through the
Winthrop Group. John Bowen, previously of  the Benson
Ford Research Center of  The Henry Ford, and Marguerite
Moran and Laura Sullivan, both 2006 graduates of the
University of  Wisconsin - Madison’s School of  Library
and Information Studies. These new staff  members have
been incorporated into the work process and have helped
accelerate progress in the Ford Archives re-engineering
project

Among the opportunities presented to the Ford
Archives is the ability to expand its international role in our
global corporation. To this end, collections from the
archives of  Ford of  Canada are being transferred to
Dearborn.

In October 2006 Ford Archivists Leslie
Armbruster and Jamie Myler conducted a site visit to
Ford of  Canada’s Oakville facility to work with local staff
to determine the best course of  action for preserving and
providing access to the collection. It was decided to
transfer the records held at Ford of  Canada’s archives to
the Ford Archives in Dearborn.

A similar situation at Ford of  New Zealand led to
a review of that collection. While distance made a site visit
by Ford Archivists impractical, staff  from Dearborn and
New Zealand cooperated remotely to develop a plan for
selection and transfer of archival materials to the United
States. We are presently awaiting management approval of
the proposal.

The Ford Archives is in the process of  acquiring a
new collections management system. After an extensive
study and consultation with company stakeholders like
Information Technology, it was decided that the Minisis
application for archives was the best choice for the Ford
Archives. When fully operational the application will
handle every aspect of collection management and use
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from accessioning to research. The Archives is currently
working closely with Minisis to tailor the application to its
specific purposes.

Along with all of  the new opportunities the Ford
Archives continues to provide the same valuable archival
services for which it has become known. From research
services to accessioning and arrangement and description,
2006 was a very busy year at the Ford Archives.

The Archives request team responded to more
than 500 requests.  The vast majority of  this research was
in support of  Ford Motor Company projects.  The
purposes of these projects range from marketing and
public relations to plant engineering and manufacturing. A
portion of this research was conducted in cooperation
with the Benson Ford Research Center through the Ford
Historical Resources Collaborative.

During the year, 302.46 linear feet of records
were offered directly to the Archives for appraisal.  Of
that amount, 291.45 linear feet were accepted.  Following
the completion of the 2005 Annual File Review the
Archives team appraised 26,313 electronic records and
more than 29,000 boxes of paper records, of which a
small number were accepted into the Archives.

The Archives team continued to make new and
existing holdings more accessible, while ensuring their
long-term preservation.  Archival processes were
undertaken to preserve, preliminarily organize and describe
1,232.95 linear feet of records in more than 107
accessions.  These were materials accessioned into the
Archives during 2006, and existing holdings with high
research value in relation to their accessibility.

By John Bowen

Grand Valley State University
Special Collections and University
Archives
Seidman House
1 Campus Drive
Allendale, MI 49401-9403
(616) 331-2749
E-mail: richanar@gvsu.edu
Web: http://www.gvsu.edu/
Hours: M-F 9 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Hours vary during semester intersessions and summer.

Jim Harrison Papers

The Grand Valley State University (GVSU) Special
Collections and University Archives is pleased to announce
that the Jim Harrison Papers are now available to
researchers.  Thanks to a grant from Meijer Foundation,
GVSU acquired the papers of Michigan writer Jim
Harrison in 2005.  Harrison’s poetry, fiction, nonfiction,
and children’s literature has been published since the early
1960’s.  His critically acclaimed trilogy, Legends of  the Fall,
reinvigorated the novella form in America.  The collection
contains extensive correspondence to Harrison from
friends, family, fans, and fellow writers, including Tom
McGuane, Ted Kooser, Dan Gerber, Gary Snyder, Denise
Levertov, Rick Bass, Terry Tempest Williams, Louise
Erdrich, Peter Matthiessen, artist and writer Russell
Chatham, French gourmand Gerard Obérlé, and chef
Mario Batali.

The finding aid is available at <http://
www.gvsu.edu/forms/library/HarrisonRHC-
16Final.pdf>.

By Nancy Richard

(Michigan Collections continued on page 17)
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Ann Arbor: MAA’s 49th Annual Meeting
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday  June 20-22, 2007

By Brecque Keith, MAA Vice-President / Conference Coordinator

Ann Arbor, Michigan is the location for the 2007
Michigan Archival Association Conference Wednesday
June 20, 2007 through Friday June 22, 2007.  The
meeting, jointly hosted by both the Bentley Historical
Library and the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library, will
be located on the University of  Michigan North Campus.
Attendees this year will tour such repositories as the
Bentley  and its Special Collections, the Gerald R. Ford
and the Clements libraries.

This year we will be offering a copyright
workshop in the afternoon on Wednesday, June 20, 2007.
Lance Werner, Library Law Specialist, and Nicholas
Bozen, Director of the Office of Regulatory Affairs in
the Michigan Department of  History, Arts and Libraries,

will discuss copyright
issues such as fair use
and duration, as well as
discussing copyright
dilemmas archives
encounter by collecting
primary material with
no transfer of
copyright.

The Program Committee has put together an
invigorating array of topics, such as student paper
presentations, a database session to discuss two popular
databases publishable to the web, as well as a session that

presents the elements of  good website design. Preserva-
tion of  records of  all formats will be presented, and an
opportunity to discuss topics of continuing interest to us
all will be provided.

A reception, dinner and tour of the Bentley
Historical Library cap off  Thursday – but wait – there’s a
cemetery tour after the reception!  The Local
Arrangements Committee has scheduled a visit to Forest
Hill Cemetery for Thursday evening after the reception!
(Be sure to register early,  as there is a twenty-four–person
limit on this tour.)

A block of  rooms has been reserved for MAA at
the Holiday Inn North Campus.  Reservations may be
made by calling 1-800-800-5560, and asking for the MAA
conference rate ($86.00 per night + taxes).  For additional
meeting information, please see “Conference
Information” below.

So, get your calendars out, and save the 20th

through 22nd of June, and join us in Ann Arbor!

Gerald Ford with Bo
Schembechler, about 1972.

Sunlight on the Diag at the University of  Michigan, early 1930’s.

Conference Information
Registration:
Brecque Keith
(313) 577-9894
ac8756@wayne.edu

Program:
Jennifer Thomas
(517) 629-0487
jthomas@albion.edu

Local Arrangements:
Jamie Myler
(313) 337-6737
localprog@umich.edu
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Dr. Anna-Lisa Cox
to Speak at MAA Annual Meeting

By Robert Garrett, MAA Editor

Dr. Anna-Lisa
Cox will be Plenary
Speaker of the 2007
MAA annual meeting.
She will be discussing her
book, A Stronger Kinship
(New York:  Little,
Brown and Company,
2006).

A Stronger
Kinship examines the
history of Covert, a
town in Southwest
Michigan.  Covert
became a racially
integrated community
after the Civil War, and
Cox traces this development into the Twentieth Century.
For more information on the book, visit <http://
www.astrongerkinship.com/>.  Dr. Cox received a Bentley
Historical Library Fellowship to support her research of
Covert.  In the course of this research, she consulted
sources in several Michigan libraries and archival
repositories.  Come to the annual meeting and learn the
inspiring story that she uncovered!

Huge Thank You! to the
Conference Committees!!

Conference Coordinator
Brecque Keith, Walter Reuther Library, Wayne State

University

Program
Jennifer Thomas, Albion College (chair)
Brecque Keith, Walter Reuther Library, Wayne State

University
Lanell James, School of  Information, University of

Michigan
Susan Panak, Spring Arbor University

Local Arrangements
Jamie Myler, Ford Motor Company Archives (chair)
Diane Hatfield, Bentley Historical Library, University of

Michigan
Malgosia Myc, Bentley Historical Library, University of

Michigan

MAA Information Update
By Karen L. Jania, MAA President

If  you have not yet renewed your membership (this is the final reminder), a form is available on the MAA
website, <www.maasn.org>.  If  you have already sent your money in, thank you very much!  You will notice that there is
an option to donate money to the scholarship fund. This fund currently provides one graduate student at the School of
Information, University of  Michigan with $500 and a one year membership.  We are still working out the details with
Wayne State University’s archival program.

During the MAA Conference in Ann Arbor, the association’s annual business meeting will be held on Thursday
June 21 during lunch.   We will be voting for the following positions:
• Treasurer (2-year term)
• Conference Coordinator (2-year term)
• 3 Board members (3-year term)
• 1 Board member (2-year term)

There are people running for most of these positions, but if you are interested in running or know someone
who is, please contact Brecque Keith ac8756@wayne.edu or myself, kljania@umich.edu

The 2008 Conference will be held in St. Ignace. The date and place will be announced at the 2007 conference
this June 20-22 in Ann Arbor.
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Dear Doctor Archives,Dear Doctor Archives,Dear Doctor Archives,Dear Doctor Archives,Dear Doctor Archives,
 I am embarrassed to say this, but I am a very superstitious archivist.  For example, before I go in

the stacks I always yell, “Oh shelves, strong & tested, let me go through unmolested!”  Is this normal?

Nervous in Novi

Dear Nervous,
The Sympathetic Doctor can “feel your pain” as Billy C. used to say.  Take heart, for many

archivists have a superstitious side, and superstition has long been a part of archival folklore.
One example of folk wisdom involves twirling a manuscript box around one’s head while
repeatedly shouting “Webinars Are Heavenar!!”  Like the apple a day, this is supposed to keep
administrators away.  Here at the Dr. Archives House of Lifeless Letters, the Trusting Doctor is
fairly sure the Eager Archival Assistants are not up to such chicanery.  However, it may explain
why the Excluded Doc has somehow not visited the lunchroom for the past three years.

“But,” the Doctor hears you say, “are you not a person of Science?” The Noncommittal Doc
replies; it pays to spread your bets.  Here are some examples of superstitious behavior with a
delightful touch of the absurd.

One archivist would do the Chicken Dance before starting to process a collection.  She
claimed this empowered her to process collections in record time.  To be fair, it also helped that
she placed everything in one huge “miscellaneous” series.  In a different vein a state archival
institution changed its address to 1313 Thirteenth St.  Now fewer of those annoying collections of
bureaucratic drivel show up on the doorstep.  Most revealing is the case of the archivist in Florida
who refused to work on odd numbered days.  As the result he claimed that his facility would
never be touched by a hurricane.  The fact that the archives were later destroyed by a
roving pack of alligators has unrelated cosmic significance.

Nervous, being a bit on the irrational side can be comforting in an irrational world full of
random woe.  However, if you believe in Determinism or Rush Limbaugh, all bets are off.  Just
remember this: Whatever you choose to believe, don’t become too “into” whatever that is.  The
Universe seems to delight in convincing people something is true, and then pulling the rug out
from under their feet.  If you listen carefully you can just hear the faint sound of laughter……
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Archivists on Jeopardy !
By Robert Garrett, MAA Editor

Two Michigan archivists appeared on Jeopardy! in 2006!  They are
John Bowen of  the Ford Motor Company Archives and Rebecca
Bizonet of  the Benson Ford Research Center, The Henry Ford.  Open
Entry editor Robert Garrett asked them about their experiences.
Q:  What made you decide to try out for Jeopardy?
JOHN:  We just happened to be watching the show, and Alex

announced that they were conducting an online test for
contestants at the end of  the show. I had five minutes to download the
application and get ready for the fifty question test.

REBECCA: I’ve been a fan of the show ever since the debut of its current
incarnation in 1984 and always thought it would be fun to be a contestant.  Last
spring, on a whim, I visited the Jeopardy! web site and discovered that the online
contestant test would be coming up soon.  After taking the test, I was invited
to Chicago for additional testing and screening.  I thought that would be the
end of  that, but a few months later I got “the call” to be on the show.

Q:  What was Alex Trebek like?
JOHN:  Whether to ensure the integrity of the show or merely through personal preference, Alex does not spend much

time with the contestants. He is only on stage during the taping. When he does interact with contestants, it is usually
about very normal things like sports or what was on TV last night.

REBECCA: As John noted, Alex doesn’t interact with the contestants much.  He was courteous but distant toward us.
Alex uses some of  the downtime between taping to answer audience questions and crack a few jokes.  I thought he
was very funny, with an acerbic, self-deprecating, and sometimes loopy humor.  Sadly, Alex did not correctly
pronounce or stress the word “archivist,” though happily announcer Johnny Gilbert did.  (I think John Bowen had
tried to set everyone straight back in October—thanks John!)

Q:  How is the show different “up close?”  (In other words - how might the
game look different in person than on TV?)
JOHN:  There is a bit of editing that goes on. During commercial breaks Alex often rerecords clues that may have

been read improperly. They are also constantly testing the equipment.
REBECCA:  The set looked a lot smaller to me than it appears on TV.  Also, in case anyone’s wondering, contestants

are made to appear the same height by standing on boxes.  Each box is about six inches high and they interlock to
stack.  I can’t remember if  I had to stand on one or two.  It takes a while—about an hour—to tape each twenty-
minute show.  There are lots of  breaks for checking and adjusting equipment, during which contestants’ makeup is
also touched up.

Q:  Did you get much chance to interact with the other contestants?
JOHN:  One of  the really great parts of  the experience was getting to know the other contestants. I spent the entire day

with a group of  twelve contestants from all over the country. With few exceptions, everybody was really friendly and
supportive. They were an amazing group of  intelligent people with a wide variety of  backgrounds and experiences.
One of  the contestants had climbed over forty mountains and another had written a book about Edgar Allan Poe
that a couple of the other contestants had read.

REBECCA:  During taping all of the contestants sat together, apart from the rest of the audience, and we were
“cordoned off ” at lunch, too—to avoid any outside influence or the appearance thereof.  I stayed in the same hotel
as several of  the contestants (Jeopardy! does not cover hotel fare, but one of  the area hotels offers a discount and a
shuttle to the day’s taping) and got to hang out with some of  them there.  The winners of  that day’s taping stood
rounds for the rest of  us at the hotel bar.  They all seemed like pretty nice people.  The show’s “contestant wranglers”
- who made sure we got where we were supposed to, explained everything to us, primped us, and soothed nerves -
were also wonderful people and lots of fun to meet.

Clockwise from top: John Bowen,
Alex Trebek, Rebecca Bizonet, 2006.

(Continued on page 16)
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Q:  What was the hardest part about the experience?
JOHN:  Everything happens very quickly. There are lots of  instructions and arrangements, where to stand, what to say,

what to wear. This adds to the “Fog of  War” where you are not always sure what was happening.
REBECCA:  For me, the hardest part was sitting in the studio all day, waiting and wondering when my turn would

come.  (To make sure everyone is aboveboard, an outside auditing firm randomly selects each of  the two new
contestants who will go up against the returning champion.  A week’s worth of  shows are taped each day, with two
days of  taping per week.  My name was finally drawn at the very end of  the first day.)  Although it was fun watching
everyone else (and from the comfort of my studio seat all of their questions seemed a lot easier than mine did!), the
wait was pretty nerve-racking.

Q:  What was the most enjoyable part of the experience?
JOHN:  The show employs a contestant support staff whose job on taping day is to make sure that the contestants are

comfortable, prepared and at ease.  Maggie, Robert, Tony and Clarissa were so wonderful and supportive that
everybody spent the day laughing and did not have time to become anxious about being on national television.

REBECCA:  That’s hard to say.  The experience as a whole was a lot of  fun.  Seeing how the process worked from the
other side of the camera was very interesting, but other people might find it all incredibly boring, given all the waiting
around.  Not me, though.

Q:  How much time elapsed between the taping of the episode and its actual broadcast date?
JOHN:  I taped on September 12th and the airdates were October 23rd and 24th.
REBECCA:  I taped the show October 17 and it aired December 8.
Q:  Did you have to sign an agreement to not talk about the episode until it aired?  Did people pressure you
to talk about it anyway?
JOHN:  Contestants need to sign an agreement that you will not disclose the results of the show on any television,

radio, print or web media. You are welcome to tell your family and friends about the results of  the program but I
think that many people (myself  included) do not divulge all of  the information for a number of  reasons, not the least
of  which is wanting there to be some suspense when they watch the show. No one was really persistent about the
results.

REBECCA:  It was just as John described (no publishing anything, but you can tell family and friends).  I told my
immediate family members the results.  Most of  my friends I left in suspense until the episode aired.  I didn’t get a lot
of pressure to talk about the results, but my brother, whom I told, reports that he did (which he valiantly resisted).

Q:  How did you feel when you saw the episode?
JOHN:  Beyond the naturally bizarre experience of  seeing and hearing one’s self  on television, what was really

surprising was how much I did not remember.  Everything happens so quickly you do not have a lot of  time to
analyze the show.  There were a couple questions I did remember the answers to and even one that I had no idea
how I knew the answer.

REBECCA:  It was kind of  weird seeing myself  on TV - it’s like listening to yourself  on tape, only more so.  Some
dear friends of  mine threw a Jeopardy!-viewing party for me the evening it aired.  It was a lot of  fun being
surrounded by supportive, cheering friends (and nice to be cheered even though I didn’t win!).

Q:  What were people’s reactions to seeing the episode?
JOHN:  Everyone was really supportive and complimentary. Most were very interested in the workings of  the show

and even looked for gossip. Only a couple of  people had negative reactions, wondering “how could you miss that
question?”

REBECCA:  I certainly had my fifteen minutes of  fame.  For a couple of  weeks after my episode aired, it took me a
lot longer to walk through the hallways at work because so many people would stop me and say they saw me on TV.
Everyone was really nice.  Apparently, one of  my answers that had been counted wrong on the show was actually
right, and some people commented on that, both online and in person.  Unfortunately, it wasn’t a high enough dollar
value ($100) to have made a difference in my score vis à vis that of  the juggernaut that was the returning champion,
but it was kind of  nice to be vindicated, if  only after the fact.  (Usually, when there is any uncertainty about a
response, the panel of  judges checks it during one of  the breaks.  However, I didn’t notice anyone doing it in this
case, and I was so nervous at the time that it didn’t occur to me to inquire.)

Rebecca closed with this thought:  All in all, it was a great experience and I’d do it again in a second.  I’d also
recommend all you other archivists out there putting your vast and arcane stores of  knowledge and nerves of  steel to
the test and trying out!
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Michigan Collections
(Continued from page 11)

Howell Area Archives
Howell Carnegie District Library
314 W. Grand River
Howell, MI 48843
Phone: (517) 546-0720 ext. 129
Web: www.howelllibrary.org
Hours: W, F, Sa 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

2006 was the 100th Anniversary of the Howell
Carnegie District Library. The Howell Area Archives was
pleased to join in the celebration by sharing material from
the archival collection.  Among the interesting information
found was that Elijah E. Myers, the architect for the
Michigan State Capitol in 1872, also designed the Howell
Carnegie Library in 1902. After much delay over
disagreements in costs, the library was open to the public
November 19, 1906.  An interesting note is that the
Christman Co., Lansing, Michigan, did the renovation and
restoration of both our library building and the State
Capitol.

We were pleased to have Jennifer Wood with us.
She came as a Central Michigan University graduate
student with archival experience.  Currently, she is a
graduate student at the University of Illinois, majoring in
Library and Information Science.   She spent last summer
as a volunteer in the Howell Area Archives.  She quickly
observed what needed to be done and did an
astronomical job in making it easier for patrons to have
access to our material.  She re-labeled our archival boxes
with uniform, easier-to-read computerized labels.  Jennifer
reorganized the contents of many of the boxes and made
corrections and updated our index list of  archival boxes.

Joyce Fisher also came on board as a volunteer.
The Archives soon made use of  her organizational skills.

We are happy to welcome her as the newest member of
the Howell Area Archives.  With the help of  her fellow
members and teammates, she has established a Family
History and Livingston County Genealogy - with the
information cataloged alphabetically for easy access.  She
initiated the Howell Public Schools Yearbook Project to
locate missing editions.  To date twelve different editions
have been donated.  Joyce has also been working with the
Howell Alumni Association in identifying reunion photos.
With her help, all old newspapers have been sorted,
clipped and filed.  She will go out of her way in making
contacts for out-of-town researchers - to the extent of
making telephone calls to help in their research.

Lois and George Winegar have produced for our
Archives a four volume indexed collection of
anniversaries, weddings and events.  This collection
contains many photos, with high-resolution copies on disk.
The Winegars also scanned and preserved on disk the
history of  the Farmers Club, the high school journals of
Helen Crandall, and a collection of 118 letters written by
Harlow S. Person to Emil E. Bode from 1892 – 1899.
(Person and Bode were classmates at Howell High School.
Person graduated from there in 1892 and Bode in 1895.
Person went on to become Dean of  the Amos Tuck
School of  Finance at Dartmouth College in New York.
Bode served as the first controller of  Citizens Mutual
Insurance in Howell, Michigan.)

Judy Burns is currently sorting photographs and
articles by street, thus making it easier for patrons to find
material on their homes.

Janet Rohrabacher continues to share her
knowledge of  genealogy with those wanting to do family
research.

Without the dedication and weekly attendance of
Duane Zemper and Milt Charboneau, it would be
impossible to make our collection available to the public.
Having donated a good share of our photographic
collection from the Zemper Studio, Zemper has a first
hand knowledge of the photographs that are available.

Materials from our collection has been filmed and
the DVD’s donated by WFUM, Flint and HUB TV of
Howell.

Alex McPherson donated artifacts and photo
albums of  the McPherson’s, a prominent family in Howell.

By Joyce Fisher and Bob Watson
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After attending the Midwest Archives Conference
Fall Symposium on “More Product, Less Process,”
Assistant Archivist Sarah Roberts has put some of the
lessons about reducing backlogs into action.  A couple of
smaller collections have been processed using this
technique, and plans to process more are in the works.
Portia Vescio has also been processing collections in this
manner and recently finished the Claud R. Erickson
papers.  Erickson was a member of  the Lansing Board of
Water and Light whose papers consist of  seven cubic feet
of writings, publications, and photographs related to the
electric car.  Other newly-opened collections include the
records of the Department of Animal Science.  The
records are 19.4 cubic feet and contain departmental
materials, county extension agent reports, livestock
projects, and records of the Michigan Sheep Breeders’
Association.  Of particular note are some photographs of
Wolverine Lamb Production Contests from the 1930s.

In staff news, Fred Honhart, Director, was
named a Fellow of  the Society of  American Archivists at
the annual meeting in Washington, D.C. in August 2006.
Honhart led the development of MicroMARC:amc, the
first software to use the then USMARC format for
archival materials on a microcomputer.  MicroMARC
gave archivists an affordable means to automate
descriptions and share holdings information with
researchers.  Being named a fellow is SAA’s highest honor.

By Portia Vescio

Michigan State University
Archives & Historical Collections
101 Conrad Hall
East Lansing, MI 48824-1327
(517) 355-2330    Fax (517) 353-9319
E-mail: msuarhc@msu.edu
Web: http://www.msu.edu/unit/msuarhc/
Hours: M-F 8:00 a.m. - Noon; 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Walter P. Reuther Library
Wayne State University
5401 Cass Avenue
Detroit, MI 48202
(313) 577-4024    Fax: (313) 577-4300
E-mail: reutherreference@wayne.edu
Web: http://www.reuther.wayne.edu/
Hours: M-Tu 11:00 a.m. – 6:45 p.m.
W-F 9:00 a.m. – 4:45 p.m.

Wayne State University’s Detroit African American
History Project (DAAHP) and the Walter P. Reuther
Library hosted a Black History Month reception honoring
the history of  the Detroit West Side.  The reception
featured “The Way it Was on the Detroit West Side, 1920-
1950,” an online oral history project highlighting the area’s
development period.  Interviews for the project can be
viewed by visiting <www.daahp.wayne.edu>.  The
reception also marked the opening of Our Village: an
Exhibit of  Detroit’s West Side, on display through April 2007
in the Woodcock Gallery of  the Walter P. Reuther Library.

The AFSCME President’s Office: Gerald W. McEntee
Collection, Part I, 1982-1995 is now open for research.
McEntee has been the president of the largest public
employee union since 1982.  The collection contains
seventy-one linear feet of correspondence, reports,
memos, publications, and testimony regarding the internal
administration of the union, international trade unionism,
and the universal health care campaign.

In other collection news, the American Federation
of  Teachers Oral History Project, directed by Dan
Golodner, continues to move forward.  Thus far, seven
AFT leaders who influenced education reform and
teachers’ rights have been interviewed.  By the end of  the
year, fifteen analog oral histories conducted in the 1980s
will be digitized and available on the Reuther’s website.

The Reuther’s AV department received a grant for
$3500 from the National Film Preservation Foundation to
restore, preserve, and duplicate one in a series of  16 mm
WWJ newsreels with footage dating from the 1920s.  The
grant began in October 2006 and ends in November
2007.  Upon completion, the Reuther’s AV department
will have a preserved and restored original newsreel film,
Betacam duplicates, and DVD duplicates.  The duplicates
will be available for viewing by researchers.

The 49th Annual Local History Conference,
“Michigan in Perspective,” will be held April 20-21, 2007
at the McGregor Memorial Conference Center on the
campus of  Wayne State University.  Contact Alberta
Asmar at (313) 577-4003 or ad3196@wayne.edu for
more information.

Michigan Governor Jennifer Granholm
appointed Mike Smith, Director of  the Walter P. Reuther
Library, to the Board of  Trustees for the Library of
Michigan.  Mike will represent the interests of university
and college libraries for the state.

By Kristen Chinery

Save the Date!Save the Date!Save the Date!Save the Date!Save the Date!
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Identifying To Preserve: Michigan Oral History Database
By Ronee L. Francis

Michigan is home to thousands and thousands of oral histories. The famous and the not-so-famous have been interviewed
about personal experiences regarding civil rights, farming, local industries, politics, war, unions, art, education and design. From a
researcher’s perspective, finding the right oral history is a daunting task. Searching individual repositories, whether online or in person, takes
a great deal of time and commitment. Wouldn’t it be nice to have one centralized source from which to search all oral history
descriptions in Michigan?

The Michigan Oral History Association (MOHA) has long envisioned a centralized method of tracking oral histories and
promoting their use. The question was, “How do we do it?” Years ago, technologically, this was a difficult undertaking. Recently MOHA
teamed up with Wayne State University’s Walter P. Reuther Library to create an Internet-accessible, statewide database specifically for oral
history descriptions. Scheduled to be online June of 2007, the database is a free outreach program to improve access and promote the
use of oral history as a research resource.  It will be open to all institutions located in, or housing oral histories about, the state of
Michigan.
•  Why now?

The state of  Michigan has around eight hundred institutions with historical resources. Many have oral history collections but lack
the resources to transcribe, describe and provide access. Although there are grants available for digitization projects to promote digital
access, there is a population of oral histories “at risk” due to outdated and deteriorating formats. A significant side of Michigan’s history,
as well as national cultural heritage, is in danger of being lost simply because no one has accounted for it.
•  What is the first step in preservation?

The database, focusing on the method of historical documentation known as oral history, has three main advantages. First, by
documenting and publishing descriptions, it will publicize the existence of all Michigan’s rich oral history collections. Second, identifying
“at risk” recordings highlight needed preservation efforts. In addition, by drawing attention to issues such as access and preservation, the
project may inspire an increase in donations of private collections to appropriate institutions better equipped to maintain them. Finally,
interviews will be described individually and not as collections, which will make recordings easier to locate with keyword searching.
•  How will the database stay up-to-date?

The database will be more than a one dimensional research tool but growing and dynamic. Database developers focused on
user sustainability. Registered institutions will be given a password to access, remotely update, and download description information
anytime. With this feature, basic records can be created with the option of adding detail at a later date when resources permit.  The
prototype database has been created with FileMaker Pro and uses Dublin Core metadata standards. Currently, the database holds
descriptions from three different institutions including the Walter P. Reuther Library, Hope College Joint Archives of Michigan and
Monroe County Library System for a total of over 1,500 records. Currently, twenty-three institutions have volunteered to participate at
this stage of development.
• How can institutions help in creating this resource?

It is unknown how many oral histories there are in Michigan but certainly thousands and thousands.  In order to closer
approximate this number, along with the number of reference inquiries received each month pertaining to those oral histories, and to
what level they have been described, MOHA created an online survey. To begin participating, representatives from all repositories in
Michigan are encouraged to visit the webpage, http://www.beyondarchives.com/index_files/MOHD.htm, and look for the link,
“Online Questionnaire.” The data collected is extremely important. All institutional information will be kept confidential. Visitors can also
find more information on the project and download a copy of the description guidelines and a blank template. Questions and
comments can be emailed to Ronee L. Francis at au5071@wayne.edu.  The Michigan Oral History Database, a free non-profit service,
is a collaborative effort by Wayne State University Walter P. Reuther Library and the Michigan Oral History Association.

The Catholic Library Association and the Center for the Study of Religious Life are pleased to announce the first biennial
Introductory Archives Workshop for Religious Communities in July 2007.  The five-day intensive program is directed toward individuals
who are interested in learning about archival theory and practice or who wish to update their archival training.

Unlike other archival workshops, the sessions will focus on the unique types of records found in the archives of men’s and
women’s religious communities. These records document not only the communities themselves, but also the evolution of Catholicism in
the United States, and its impact on educational, social and charitable institutions that shaped the nation’s history.

The program, directed by professional religious archivists, will include lectures, tours, and opportunities for sharing experiences.
The workshop will be held from July 15-20, 2007 at the National Shrine of Our Lady of Snows in Belleville, IL, located across the
Mississippi River from St Louis, MO.

Complete program and registration information and a registration from are posted on the Catholic Library Association
website at <www.cathla.org/preservation.php>, or  contact  the CLA  at  cla@cathla.org  or  phone  413-443-2252.

Catholic Library Association Introductory Archives Workshop
By Malachy Mccarthy
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New Civil War Book by Tom Nanzig

Tom Nanzig is pleased to announce the publication of  The Civil War Memoirs of  a Virginia
Cavalryman from the University of  Alabama Press. The memoir was written immediately after the war
ended by Lt. Robert T. Hubard, 3rd Virginia Cavalry.  Hubard served from 1861 until he was
wounded on April 1, 1865 - one week before the surrender of Confederate forces at Appomattox
Court House, Virginia.

Tom is a history and genealogy collections editor with ProQuest Information and Learning.
He is also the president of  the Ann Arbor Civil War Round Table and has had an interest in this topic
for many years.

“I first learned of  Hubard just as I had finished writing a history of  his regiment, the 3rd Virginia Cavalry, in 1989,”
said Tom. “Unfortunately, the ledger book that Hubard used as his journal resides at the University of  Virginia, Charlottesville,
where he attended law school in 1860. Since the volume is fragile, doing research required travel to Virginia, which just wasn’t
possible at the time.”

“Fortunately, when I ran across a reference to Hubard’s memoirs again in 1999, my nephew was attending the
University of  Virginia. He walked over to the Special Collections at the university library, reviewed the ledger book and called
me back with a very promising report of the journal.”

Ultimately, it was microfilm that saved the day and helped Tom complete his research. In the time since he was
originally introduced to the memoirs, the University of Virginia had microfilmed the volume.

This meant that in 1999 he was able to borrow the film through interlibrary loan and review Hubard’s reminiscences
without traveling; taking all the time he needed to read and analyze the content. He was finally able to travel to Charlottesville in
2000 to look at the original ledger book and to compare his computer manuscript to Bob Hubard’s handwritten copy.

Nanzig’s book is unique among Civil War accounts in that it is rich in battlefield and campaign maps, as well as portraits
of  Lt. Hubard and some of  the men who rode with him in the 3rd Virginia Cavalry. This additional content helps to make Bob
Hubard’s experiences come alive for the reader.

In reviewing Hubard’s memoirs, Nanzig observed, “One of  the intriguing aspects of  working with this material is that
it really shows the similarities in human behavior over the generations. Civil War soldiers were not much different from
members of any large modern organization. Fair treatment from officers, decent pay and chances for promotion were all
highly valued by the troopers.”

“On the other hand, one of  Bob Hubard’s chief  complaints had to do with slackers in his regiment.  Some men
would purposely allow their horses to break down and then those same men would apply for fourteen-day passes to go home
for a new horse. While they were home visiting families, eating home cooking and sparking with girlfriends, the men who kept
their horses healthy were back at camp doing drudge work and outpost duty twice as often. Hubard valued his service in the
army but he also told the story of  his service as he saw it.”

Autographed copies are available directly from Tom for $35 plus postage.  Interested parties can e-mail Tom at
aacwrt@yahoo.com.

SAA logo.  Proceeds will be used to support current programming and other opportunities as well as fund a new scholarship
for non-traditional archival administration students.

The chapter’s success is due in large part to the rich and varied experiences of  the officers and members. The
following are a few of  their profiles.

Prior to starting his graduate studies, Ed Busch worked in Aerospace and Information Technology for fifteen years.
He believes his computer technology background will nicely complement his MLIS/AA. Ed is interested in preserving his
family’s historical records and is now involved in establishing archival policies and procedures for his church. Ed is currently
working on a practicum at Michigan State University Archives and Historical Collections and lives in the Lansing area. He
graduates in June of 2007.

Webmaster Troy Eller is both a Graduate Student Assistant at the Adamany Undergraduate Library at WSU and a
Reference Librarian at Baker College in Auburn Hills, Michigan. As a personal project, she is developing a Web site
archiving her family’s memorabilia from World War II. After graduation in August of  2007 with a MLIS/AA, she plans on
pursing a Master’s in History.

Secretary Ronee L. Francis is processing the Owen Bieber Collection at the Walter P. Reuther Library and conducts
research and oral histories for the Monroe Labor History Museum. She is developing and implementing the Michigan Oral

(Continued from page 6)The WSU SAA Renaissance

(Continued on page 21)
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Check Out the New Look of  MAA’s Website!
By Melinda McMartin, MAA Web Designer
Ferris State University

Take a look at the newly redesigned MAA website <www.maasn.org>.  The hope is to keep the site more
dynamic and relevant to our membership.  If  you ever wondered who the Board members were, or what they do in
between those annual meetings - here is your chance to find out!  This is also the site where we post information about
our conference as soon as it becomes available (and often times before the program is mailed out).

In order to make this work, we need your assistance.  You will notice on the left side menu, a projects page -
this is going to be used to
feature the activities of our
members.  This could be an
article or a short description and
link to a project page that you
may have created.  For students,
this could be a class project, and
for working archivists,
something they may have done
recently as part of their position!
We are also looking for
volunteers to write reviews of
Michigan repositories that will
also be featured on the website.

If you have any
questions or suggestions about
the website, please contact
Melinda McMartin at
mcmartim@ferris.edu.

History Database, a collaborative between the library and the Michigan Oral History Association. Ronee graduates in June of
2007 with a MLIS/AA. For details on the database go to: <http://www.beyondarchives.com/index_files/MOHD.htm>.

Diane Gardner works as a Library Technician at McLaren’s Medical Library in Flint. Her responsibilities include
interlibrary loans and the journal club website.  As a primary investigator for the Making of Modern Michigan grant, she
contributed information on Margaret McLaren and her leadership role in the building of  a new hospital in Flint in the 1950s.
Diane lives north of Flint in Mt. Morris, Michigan and will graduate with a MLIS/AA in the spring of 2007.

President Eva Gronowska is a Graduate Research Assistant for the Walter P. Reuther Library’s Director, Mike Smith.
Since the end of August, she has conducted background research and created a database and hopes it will become part of her
first piece of scholarly publication. She is processing the Sigma Gamma Association collection with papers, photos and
scrapbooks reaching back nearly a century and will curate the exhibit. She graduates in August of 2007 with a MLIS/AA.

Cynthia Theusch is a MLIS/AA student with an additional emphasis in Special Libraries. She is a student member of
both ALA and SAA.  Recently, she published a pathfinder on the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). Cynthia will be
graduating in August 2007.  The pathfinder can be viewed at <http://www.thepathfinderproject.org/pathfinders/CCC.pdf>.

Michelle Susan Varteresian is a recent graduate of  the Archival Administration program and also possesses a
Master’s in History. Her graduate work includes writing a finding aid, conducting an oral history and using primary source
material to research and write papers on women and World War II.  Michelle believes her historical training brings a special
perspective and understanding vital in determining the value of  archival documents.

The WSU–SAA Student Chapter is a non-profit group encouraging professional standards and practices in archival
administration.  The WSUSAA website is <http://www.lisp.wayne.edu/saa/index.html>.
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MAA and YOU!
By Whitney Miller, MAA Secretary
Michigan State University

Hello.  I would like to introduce a new series designed to acquaint members with the organization, what it is
doing, what it would like to do, and how you can become involved.

Members typically know three things about Michigan Archival Association.  First, it is a state-wide organization
comprised of  archivists and those interested in archives.  Second, the membership is mostly (though not exclusively)
from Michigan, and third, MAA has an annual conference every summer. But there is so much more!

Did you know that any member can attend the Association’s board meetings, or that MAA helps students of
all ages through our involvement in Michigan History Day and college scholarships?  MAA also provides each member
with the opportunity to contribute directly by attending, speaking at, moderating, discussing, commenting on, or
organizing one of the many events at the annual conference. If public speaking isn’t your bailiwick, MAA has two
regular publications (Open Entry and the website) that always need contributions. And this just scratches the surface!

If you weren’t aware of these things or don’t know the procedure for exactly how to become involved, this
series of  articles is for you.  If  you are new to the profession or an “old pro,” shy or outgoing, an institutional archivist
or from a one-person shop, there will be something to interest you if  you are interested in getting more from your
MAA membership. So, I invite you to read on and please send comments or suggestions to the editor (Bob Garrett, e-
mail: garrettr1@michigan.gov) if  there is a specific topic you would like us to address.

The topic for this issue is: How is MAA run and by whom?
Well, I won’t attempt to explain all the details, but MAA has a constitution, which guides the purpose of  the

organization, who governs it, and all the parliamentary procedures.  There are also bylaws that have been added to
refine the system over the years.   These documents can be seen at the beginning of  your membership directory and on
the website.

MAA is governed by an executive board, which includes five officers and six additional members.  These
people are empowered to conduct all MAA business between the annual meetings. Their placement on the Board is
voted on by you at the annual meeting!

Any member can put their name forward in the election and almost every year there are board positions open.
The time commitment on your part is typically one day a quarter for board meetings and whatever is required by your
particular board position.  If you think you might be interested you can contact any current board member to discuss
it in more detail or to submit your name for the ballot.  The best time to do this is around the first of  the year.

So, what if  you are not ready to be a board member yet, but you do want to ask the organization to do
something or change how something is currently done?  There are several options.   You can attend a board meeting
or write a letter that can discussed at the meeting, contact a current board member to bring up the issue on your
behalf, or bring up the issue yourself at the annual business meeting during the conference.

It is really that simple!
In the next issue, we will tell you about ways to participate that do not include the election process, such as

MAA committee appointments and volunteer opportunities.

Karen Jania, MAA President, leads discussion at
the MAA Board Meeting this winter.  To her
right, Whitney Miller, MAA Secretary and Jennifer
Thomas, Board Member (partial view) actively
listen.  Photograph taken by William LeFevre,
MAA Treasurer.
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Taking the Reins
By Robert Garrett, MAA Editor
Archives of Michigan

This issue represents my foray into Open Entry editorship.  I’m thus taking this space to introduce myself  and
offer a few reflections.

 First, I’d like to thank Leslie Armbruster, my predecessor, and Cynthia R. Miller, who continues to serve as
layout editor.  Both have put much effort into this publication.  They also eased the editorial transition with advice and
the value of their experience.  I wish Leslie luck on future endeavors and look forward to working further with Cynthia.

Now, a little about me:  I was once a humble Wisconsin farmboy who’d rather read history books than milk
cows.  The cows wouldn’t leave, however, so I sought to escape them.  This (eventually) lead me to the Archives of
Michigan.  I’ve proudly worked here for seven years and have greatly enjoyed the time.  I also serve on the MAA board
and regularly attend the annual meetings.  When Karen Jania asked me to become an editor (probably because I have
some writing background), I happily accepted.

That brings us back to Open Entry.  You’ll note that this issue is pretty traditional.  There are a couple items,
however, that I’d like to bring to your attention.  First, I’ll cite Whitney Miller’s new column.  Whitney will show readers
what MAA does and how members can get involved.  I like this idea and look forward to future installments.  Finally,
I’d like to direct you to the article on John Bowen and Rebecca Bizonet, our two Jeopardy! contestants.  I decided to
contact them about their experience and ask a few questions.  Rebecca suggested that we just use the “q and a” format,
and I think that it worked well.  This, in turn, makes me wonder if  I shouldn’t try that approach for other topics.

That’s where you, the reader, come in.  What would you like to see in Open Entry?  Should we do more
interviews?  Whom should we interview?  Would you like us to spotlight individual archivists and repositories?  Would
you like to see guest columnists?  If  so, then who should the editor ask to contribute?  What sort of  topics should be
addressed?  Should we have human interest stories?  Should we examine current trends and issues?  Should we spotlight
available resources for archivists?

I’d love to hear your thoughts.  Please feel free to e-mail me at garrettr1@michigan.gov or call me at (517) 241-
1382.  You can also post a message to the MAA Listserv by sending an e-mail to maa-l@lists.dhal.org.

I hope to see you all in Ann Arbor in June!

Monday, March 26 · Jewish History Detective Lecture Series
“Cherokee Tribe Number One: The Improved Order of  Red Men’s first and only Jewish Tribe in the U.S.” Rabbi Leo M. Franklin
Archives Lecture Series for 2007.  7 p.m. Temple Beth El, 7400 Telegraph Rd., Bloomfield Hills. No charge; reservation requested:
(248) 851-1100, x 3137.
Thursday, April 19 · Holocaust Memorial Lecture
Harvard Professor Susan Rubin Suleiman. Jewish Studies Program, Michigan State University.  Information:  (517) 432-3493;
<www.jsp.msu.edu>.
Thursday, April 26-Wednesday, May 2 · Jewish Heritage Tour of  New Mexico
Santa Fe, Taos and Albuquerque - a remarkable Jewish history and multi-cultural heritage.  Transportation, hotels, meals included.
Co-sponsored by JHS.  Information: Center Travel, (248) 432-5471, or Great Time Tours, (800) 624-2947.
Sunday, April 29 · SPECIAL EVENT:  DEDICATION OF A NEW STATE HISTORIC MARKER
Join the celebration of a new Michigan Historic Marker commemorating the first Jewish settler in Detroit, fur trader Chapman
Abraham, and the participation of  Michigan Jews in the Civil War.  2 p.m. Tri-Centennial Park and Harbor at the Detroit riverfront.
Bus transportation available.  Information: ( 248) 432-5517.
Monday, April 30  ·  Jewish Film Fest: Jewish Women in American Sports
Western Michigan University Professor Linda Borish and Filmmaker Shuli Eshe premier their documentary.  From the early years of
prominent American Jewish women athletes and sports administrators to first women in the 2003 Jewish Sports Hall of Fame.  Also
screening: “From Shtetl to Swing.”  Discussion with filmmakers follows screening.  2 p.m. United Artists Theater, Haggerty Rd. near
14 Mile, Commerce Twp.  Tickets and information: (248) 432-2461.

The Jewish Historical Society of  Michigan
Presents the Following Events in Spring 2007
By Aimee Ergas
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Calendar of  Events: 2007
February - April – Exhibit, Our Village: an Exhibit of  Detroit’s
West Side, Walter P. Reuther Library, Wayne State University,
Detroit, MI <www.reuther.wayne.edu>
February 1 - April 15 – Celebrating Our Legacy: The Collections of
the Clarke Historical Library, Clarke Historical Library, Central
Michigan University, Mount Pleasant, MI
<www.clarke.cmich.edu>
March 22 – David McCullough, author of  John Adams, will
be speaking at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 22nd, at Plachta
Auditorium, Warriner Hall at Central Michigan University.  This
event is free and open to the public and sponsored by the
Clarke Historical Library, Central Michigan University, Mount
Pleasant, MI.  For more information about the presentation
see page 9.
<www.clarke.cmich.edu>
April 20-21– Michigan in Perspective, Local History Conference,
McGregor Memorial Conference Center, Wayne State
University, Detroit, MI.  For more information contact
Alberta Asmar (313) 577-4003, ad3196@wayne.edu
<www.reuther.wayne.edu/>
April 29 - Dedication of a New Michigan Historic Marker
commemorating the first Jewish settler in Detroit, fur trader
Chapman Abraham, and the participation of Michigan Jews in
the Civil War.  2 p.m. Tri-Centennial Park and Harbor at the
Detroit riverfront. Bus transportation available. Information:
( 248) 432-5517 - for additioinal events of the Jewish
Historical Society of Michigan see page 23.
May 2-5 – Midwest Archives Conference, Spring Meeting,
Columbus, OH  <www.midwestarchives.org>
May 19-25 – Michigan History Week, Great Lakes, Great
Traditions.  <www.michigan.gov/hal/>

June 16 at 1 pm – Hitting the Open Road...in a Closed Car: How
Air Conditioning Changed Our Road Trips, Lecture and Book
Signing by Marsha Ackermann, in Martha-Mary Chapel,
Greenfield Village - part of the Ideas and Innovations Series,
sponsored by Benson Ford Research Center, The Henry
Ford.< http://www.thehenryford.org/research/events/
default.asp>
June 20-21 – Michigan Archival Association, Annual
Meeting, Ann Arbor, MI - for description see pages 12-13.
<www.maasn.org>
June 22-24 – Historical Society of Michigan, Upper Peninsula
History Conference, Ontonaga, MI
<www.hsmichigan.org>
July 15-20 - Introductory Archives Workshop for Religious
Communities presented by the Catholic Library Association and
the Center for the Study of Religious Life - for description
see page 19.
August 29 - September 2 – Society of American Archivists,
Annual Meeting, Chicago, IL
<www.archivists.org/conference>

Michigan Archival Association
William LeFevre
Treasurer
Walter P. Reuther Library
Wayne State University
5401 Cass Ave.
Detroit, MI 48202

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Photograph Sources
Page 1 –  The Bentley Library, University of  Michigan.
Page 3 –  Karen Jania.
Page 6 –  The Archives of Michigan.
Page 7 –  Paul Conway.
Page 11 – The Bentley Library, University of  Michigan.
Page 12 – The Bentley Library, University of  Michigan.
Page 13 –  Dr. Anna-Lisa Cox & Little, Brown and Company.
Page 15 –  John Bowen; Rebecca Bizonet.
Page 17 –  Howell Area Archives. Page 20 – Tom Nanzig, 2003.
Page 22 –  William LeFevre.
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